Abstract: Objectives and design: Neuronal responses adapt to familiar and repeated sensory stimuli. Enhanced synchrony across wide brain systems has been postulated as a potential mechanism for this adaptation phenomenon. Here, we used recently developed graph theory methods to investigate hidden connectivity features of dynamic synchrony changes during a visual repetition paradigm. Particularly, we focused on strength connectivity changes occurring at local and distant brain neighborhoods. Principal observations: We found that connectivity reorganization in visual modal cortex-such as local suppressed connectivity in primary visual areas and distant suppressed connectivity in fusiform areas-is accompanied by enhanced local and distant connectivity in higher cognitive processing areas in multimodal and association cortex. Moreover, we found a shift of the dynamic functional connections from primary-visual-fusiform to primary-multimodal/association cortex. Conclusions: These findings suggest that repetition-suppression is made possible by reorganization of functional connectivity that enables communication between low-and high-order areas. Hum Brain Mapp 38:1965Mapp 38: -1976Mapp 38: , 2017. 
INTRODUCTION
Brain activity in modal areas decays after sensoryspecific repeated stimuli. A reduction of neural response, known as repetition-suppression (RS) or brain adaptation, may be beneficial to neuronal systems in order to accommodate survival, attentional, or social responses. RS has been consistently characterized using neurophysiological and neuroimaging methods in humans and animal models [Desimone, 1996; Ghuman et al., 2008; Grill-Spector and Malach, 2001; Henson et al., 2000 Henson et al., , 2004 Kourtzi and Kanwisher, 2001; Schacter et al., 2007; Wig, 2012] . In recent years, the cognitive neuroscience field has adopted functional magnetic resonance imaging as a central tool in to investigate RS. Sensory stimuli tend to elicit a larger BOLD signal response on the first encounter, when compared to later repetitions [Grill-Spector and Malach, 2001; Henson et al., 2000; Kourtzi and Kanwisher, 2001; Wiggs and Martin, 1998 ]. However, several key questions still remain unanswered. For instance, how can reductions in neural activity generate better adaptive behavior? Is the attenuation of activity in modal areas accompanied by increases in connected areas? [Krekelberg et al., 2006] . In this sense, it is controversial to view brain adaptation only as the consequence of suppressing activity in specific sensory-related areas. Recent studies suggest that RS may be a more complex phenomenon with additional increases in neuronal activity [de Gardelle et al., 2013; Gotts et al., 2012; Recasens et al., 2015; Vannini et al., 2013] . Although RS was originally described as a reduction in brain activity after perceptual stimuli repetition, RS complexity comes from the evidence that it involves not just activity reductions but also enhancements in distributed areas of the cortex [de Gardelle et al., 2013; Gotts et al., 2012; Recasens et al., 2015; Vannini et al., 2013] . Moreover, recent investigations have suggested that primary systems connect to specific areas of the human brain in which perceptual streams may encounter and integrate in high order cognitive centers [Sepulcre et al., 2012] . Taking together, these studies indicate that RS may have its roots in more advance systems across the hierarchy of the human brain than just the modal effects.
The main motivation for the presented study was to do a comprehensive investigation of the dynamic connectivity modifications-referred as connectivity strength changes over time in a RS paradigm. We hypothesize that the visual RS mechanism is a phenomenon based on a reorganization of embedded hierarchical networks that displays task changes of both suppressed and enhanced connectivity. Therefore, we postulate that low-level sensory connectivity gradually is superseded by connectivity integrated into high-level association and multimodal streaming areas. We approximate the study of dynamic network changes in RS by using whole brain functional connectivity and advanced graph theory metrics during a visual repetition task. We used two independent and complementary approaches, (1) a data driven analysis in order to search for voxel-level connectivity changes and (2) a region of interest analysis, based on a priori selected areas involved in visual-to-multimodal integration streams in order to quantify connectivity changes occurring at the system level during the RS task. We found that brain adaptation is mediated by two connectivity-related dynamic changes. One involves the decreases of connections in the visual and fusiform cortex, while the other implicates a connectivity enhancement of synchronized signals towards-and within-the multimodal integration areas of the human cortex.
METHODS

Study Participants
In this study, we include data from 30 right-handed and native English speakers healthy young adults (20 females, 10 males; mean age 23.5, range 18-29). These data have been used and described previously in Ward et al. [2014] . All participants had normal or corrected to normal vision and were screened for neurological and psychiatric illnesses, as well as any medications that influence the central nervous system. The participants were recruited from the Boston area via advertisements in the hospital and on the Internet. The human research committee of the Massachusetts General Hospital approved the study and all participants provided written informed consent.
Data Acquisition
Participants were scanned using a Siemens Trio 3.0 T scanner (Siemens Medical Systems, Iselin, NJ) equipped for echo-planar imaging (EPI) with 12-channel head coil. BOLD fMRI data were acquired using a T2*-weighted gradient-echo planar sequence with the following parameters: TR 5 2,000 ms, TE 5 30 ms, FA 5 908, FOV 5 200 mm, matrix 5 64 3 64, with a resolution of 3.125 3 3.125 mm 2 . Twenty-eight oblique coronal slices with a thickness of 5.0 mm and an interslice gap of 1.0 mm were acquired, oriented perpendicular to the anterior-posterior commissural line. Scanning time for each functional run was 4 min 14 s and consisted of 127 whole-brain acquisitions. Total functional scanning time of six fMRI runs was 25 min 24 s. High-resolution structural images were acquired using a T1-weighted 3D magnetization prepared rapid acquisition gradient echo (MPRAGE) sequence with the following parameters: repetition time (TR) 5 2,300 ms, echo time (TE) 5 2.98 ms, inversion time (TI) 5 900 ms, flip angle (FA) 5 98, field of view (FOV) 5 256 mm, matrix 5 240 3 256, slice thickness 5 1.2 mm, 160 sagittal slices.
Task Paradigm
The fMRI paradigm consisted of blocks of novel and repeated face-name pairs alternating with visual fixation (for details of block and/or event-related designs of this paradigm see [Huijbers et al., 2015; Pihlajam€ aki et al., 2011; Sperling et al., 2001; Vannini et al., 2012] . During the baseline, they were instructed to fixate on a white cross presented on a black background. Each of the six fMRI runs consisted of two blocks presenting novel faces paired with contextually novel first names and two blocks of repeating faces with identical timing (40 s), separated by 25 s periods of fixation. During the blocks of repeating faces, two randomly alternating face-name pairs (i.e., one male and one female face-name pair) were presented. The repeated face-name pairs were never presented in novel blocks, and novel face-name pairs were never repeated. Each face-name pair was presented for a duration of 5 s both in the novel and repeated blocks. Moreover, each repeated face-name pair was viewed during the pre-scan training session to familiarize these stimuli prior to scanning. Perceptually, the face-name stimuli comprised of complex high-resolution color photographs of a face, which were centered on a black background and paired with fictional common English name printed in white font below the face. Visual stimuli were presented using MacStim 2.5 software (WhiteAnt Occasional Publishing, West Melbourne, Australia).
Functional Connectivity Preprocessing
Functional MRI task data were preprocessed for fcMRI analyses using methods similar to resting-state data [Biswal et al., 1995] . Slice-acquisition-dependent time shifts were corrected per volume, followed by head motion correction and normalization to the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) atlas space (Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM12), Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging, Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK) to yield a volumetric time series resampled at 2 mm 3 voxels. Data were spatially smoothed using a 6 mm FWHM Gaussian and a low band-pass filter was introduced to retain frequencies between 0.01 and 0.1 Hz. Temporal filtering removed constant offsets and linear trends over each run while retaining low frequencies. Several sources of spurious or regionally nonspecific variance were removed by regression of nuisance variables including: six parameter rigid body head motion, signal averaged over the lateral ventricles, and signal averaged over a region centered in the deep cerebral white matter [Van Dijk et al., 2010] . Finally, for computational efficiency, the data were downsampled to 8 mm isotropic voxels [Sepulcre et al., 2010] .
Data Preparation
In this work, we focused on analyzing the adaptation phenomenon of novel and repeated visual stimuli. We prepared the data for functional connectivity analysis to form subsets matching specific task conditions (Fig. 1) . Using the preprocessed fcMRI volumes, we created new series by concatenating the volumes when presentations of novel and repeated stimuli occurred. These volumes were offset by one TR to account for the delay in the hemodynamic response. In our paradigm, repeated stimuli were presented at least three times within each block (presentation 1, 2, and 3; total duration per presentation 5 s). As we were interested in the network changes occurring across time, we extracted specific volumes co-occurring with each subsequent presentation. For the novel and repeated face condition, we concatenated all volumes taking place in each separate presentation time in order to create six new datasets (three for novel and three for repeated faces condition). For instance, first run of the repeated condition included all concatenated volumes taking place during the first presentation of a face that is going to be repeated in further presentations ( Fig. 1 and Supporting Information Fig. S1-I ). For statistical comparison purposes, we obtained the same data structure for novel stimuli, although novel stimuli were never repeated in their specific blocks. In summary, we concatenated all sets of volumes to obtain a specific dataset for each time that a repeated or novel face is presented in the task (six datasets of 24 time points length each) ( Fig. 1 and Supporting Information Fig. S1-I ). This arrangement of the data provides an appropriate framework to compute functional connectivity profiles occurring over the time course of repeated presentations.
Statistical Analysis
Prior to graph theory analyses, the following steps were performed at the individual-subject level on the concatenated fcMRI data: (I) the Pearson R correlation coefficient was computed between pairs of voxels across the whole brain using the time course low-frequency BOLD fluctuations and a grey matter mask of 5,138 voxels (n) in order to obtain a final n 3 n association matrix for each individual. The Pearson R computed in the ith row and jth column of this matrix (Supporting Information Fig.  S1 -II). Only positive correlations were included in all analyses due to the ambiguous origin and interpretation of negative correlations [Van Dijk et al., 2010] . Negative correlations were set to not-a-number for further analysis. (II) Then, a second level statistical parametric analysis (significant interactions of ANOVA-Within, Matlab v8.0, The Mathworks, Inc., Natick, MA) was used to obtain the functional differential links between novel and repeated conditions, that is, suppression (first face presentation > second face presentation > third face presentation) and enhancement (first face presentation < second face presentation < third face presentation) connectivity strength changes in our adaptation paradigm. As a final step before the graph theory analyses, matrices containing significant ANOVA test were corrected for multiple comparisons using their associated P values (false discovery rate correction, FDR) [Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995] at q level of 0.05 (Supporting Information Fig. S1 -III,IV). The resulting corrected matrices were binarized and served as graph input for all graph theory analyses.
Graph Theory Analysis
In this study, several network methods were used to identify the dynamic network profile of the adaptation of RS phenomenon. All of them were based on graph theory metrics and they were selected to disentangle dynamic connectivity changes at the local, regional, or more distributed brain level.
Local and distant hubs of connectivity changes
The FDR-corrected matrices were used to map local and distant functional connectivity suppressions and enhancements between the novel and repeated stimuli conditions (Supporting Information Fig. S1 -V and S1-VI). This method is based on a data-driven, voxel-level whole-brain method called Local and Distant Connectivity Analysis [Sepulcre et al., 2010] . The physical segregation of local and distant functional connections was based on previous descriptions of the local and distant functional connectivity organization of the human brain [Sepulcre et al., 2010] . Although the principles were similar, methodological differences arose due to tailored steps for this study. In the original methods, the preferential locations of local and distant functional connectivity in individual subjects were computed and characterized as an aggregated value of connectivity in each voxel (also known as degree connectivity maps). Then, this aggregated score can be used in further statistical analyses. Here, instead of focusing our analysis on an aggregated connectivity value per voxel, we evaluate the statistical significant changes at the link-level. That is, we study separately each of the possible functional connections of each voxel to preserve the true underlying connectivity structural changes. Thus, we were able to visualize both, link-level changes between conditions, such as in Figure 3 , as well as, degree-like connectivity maps, such as in Figure 2 , expressed as the number of differential functional connections that differ between task conditions, also referred to as degree of differential links (DDL). Of note, our DDL analysis captures all connectivity changes occurring in each voxel of the brain. As each voxel display many functional connections to the rest of the voxels, they can be engaged in both, increased or decreased connectivity over the task performance, depending on the target connection. Although it is likely that a given voxel displays either a predominant suppression or enhancement of connectivity toward the rest of the voxels, mixed patterns are possible. Thus, our method is sensitive to detect different patterns of connectivity change.
In our particular Local and Distant Connectivity Analysis, we study every differential links that were taking place inside (local-DDL) and outside (distant-DDL) neighboring voxels at the group-level in order to preserve the statistical r Prčkovska et al. r r 1968 r information of links. This process was done for every voxel, included in all of 5,138 voxels in the gray matter. Therefore, for each voxel, the degree of suppressed and enhanced connectivity to local and distant voxels was obtained.
The Local and Distant Connectivity Analysis is formally described as follow:
where DDL L i ð Þ represents the local connectivity change and DDL D i ð Þ represents the distant connectivity change in the voxel i. n represents the number of voxels and d i; j ð Þ is equal to 1 if the subjects show a FDR-corrected ANOVA statistical significant change in the strength of that specific link between the novel and the repeated conditions, and 0 otherwise. As connectivity strength varies, depending on each task condition, we classify changes as suppressions and enhancements depending on the directionality of strength changes between novel and repeated stimuli conditions (Supporting Information Fig. S1 -V and S1-VI). Finally dist i; j ð Þ represents the distance between the voxel i and i. If this distance is lower than a specific threshold (thr) the connectivity is defined as local or distant if is higher. The optimal segregation of local and distant connections is achieved around 14 mm of neighborhood [Sepulcre et al., 2010] and, given our voxel resolution, we selected a 16 mm segregation as the physical distance cutoff. Thus, after the statistical analysis, we obtained binarized FDR-corrected matrices that were used to count the number of differential links or DDL that a given voxel in the brain had to its immediate neighborhood (all surrounding voxels within 16 mm radius; local-DDL maps) or outside that neighborhood (distant-DDL maps).
Dynamic connectivity within and between cortical systems
In order to describe the suppressed and enhanced connectivity during visual processing within and between different cortical systems, we used a graph theory method that uses brain graphs to compute the number of connections that a given set of nodes (defined by mask a) has to another set of nodes (defined by mask b) [Bassett et al., 2015; Sepulcre, 2015; Sepulcre et al., 2012] . The computation was done at the node level, such that for each node of mask a all its links, or degree of differential links, to nodes in mask b were calculated ("between" connectivity). Moreover, if mask a and b are the same mask, then it provides the "within" system connections. Formally, degree of connectivity values for each voxel is given by:
where i represents voxels in mask a and j voxels in mask b, and A and B the total number of nodes in mask a and b, respectively. Thus, we normalized the DDL scale using the total number of nodes of the masks for a reasonable comparison between different masks.
In this study, we used the number of differential functional connections that are suppressed and enhanced when comparing novel and repeated visual stimuli. Therefore, similarly to the Local and Distant Connectivity Analysis, we used the DDL as inputs in this new analysis. Again, all computations in this section were calculated by counting in the FDR-corrected matrices the differential links occurring between two selected masks of interest. These masks are based on parcellations performed by Yeo et al. [2011] using intrinsic functional connectivity of the human cerebral cortex (seven networks) and adapted for these analyses (Figs. 3-I and 4) . The multimodal mask was chosen from the characterization of the multimodal (Fig. 3-I and Fig. 4) . The total amount and spatial distribution of the DDL within and between visual, fusiform and multimodal masks were obtained using this approach.
Connectivity switchers
Graph theory metrics described in (a) and (b) are designed to localize changes of predominant suppressed or enhanced connectivity. However, it is also relevant to know whether suppressed and enhanced dynamic changes are inter-related. This can be evaluated by the connectivity structure of both suppressed and enhanced network, and a graph theory approach that we called Connectivity Switchers (see Fig. 5 -I for a schematic representation of this method). The computation was done at the node level. Given that suppressed and enhanced connectivity changes do not overlap in the cerebral cortex in our visual adaptation task (compare red areas of left and right cortical maps in Fig. 2) , it is unlikely that single voxels engage in the in situ transition of the two phenomena. Thus, in order to expand our analysis to other potential players, we searched for pairs of interconnected voxels that may mediate the switching from suppressed to enhanced connectivity. First, we examined if a given node i has significant connections to other nodes in the network or nodes j in the initial presentation of the visual stimuli, regardless of its subsequent changes in the ANOVA analysis. Once we ensured that a pair of voxels were significantly related at initial conditions, as a second step, we normalized the suppressed and enhanced DDL in each node by using a percentage strategy, that is percentage of suppressed connectivity 5 suppressed DDL 3 100/(suppressed DDL 1 enhanced DDL) and percentage of enhanced connectivity 5 enhanced DDL 3 100/(suppressed DDL 1 enhanced DDL). Third, we calculated the difference between the percentage of suppressed connectivity in node i and the percentage of enhanced connectivity of each node j, also referred here as degree of switching links or DSL. The final metric for node i was the sum of differences with all nodes j. In summary, this graph theory metric localizes nodes with suppressed links that connect to nodes with enhanced links, and quantifies whether these "switcher" nodes displays a predominant suppressed or enhanced connectivity profile. In Figure 5 , we combined this metric with the local and distant segregation in order to localize brain switchers at the local and distant level.
Network and Cortical Visualization
Network visualization was done using Pajek software [De Nooy et al., 2005] and the Kamada and Kawai [Kamada and Kawai, 1989 ] energy layout of graphs. The Kamada and Kawai [1989] algorithm is a force layout method based on a network energy minimization procedure that takes into account the difference between geometric and pair-wise shortest-path distances of nodes in the graph. Cortical data were visualized on the brain surface using the population-average, landmark-and surfacebased (PALS) surface and plotted using CARET software [Van Essen, 2005] . To aid visualization, all surface images were displayed using a conventional CARET normalized [Sepulcre et al., 2012] .
RESULTS
Stimuli Repetition Suppresses and Enhances Brain Functional Connections
In Figure 2 , we obtained the regions that accumulate suppressed and enhanced functional connections (degree of dynamic connectivity) from our visual repetition paradigm of novel versus repeated stimuli. We separated the Fig. 2-I , letter a), while distant suppressed connectivity changes extend to ventral visual system, such as occipital and temporal areas, including the posterior aspect of the fusiform region (Distant DDL map in Fig. 2-I, letter b) . A direct comparison of both DDL maps highlights the predominance of local connectivity suppression in early visual cortex (blue color in insets of Fig. 2-I ) and distant connectivity suppression in more ventral and anterior visual areas, such as fusiform cortex (red color in insets of Fig. 2-I ). We also found enhanced functional connectivity at the local and distant level. Compared to suppression changes, hubs of enhanced connectivity were located in very distinct areas of the human brain. Local connectivity enhancements were particularly located in orbitofrontal and medial temporal lobe (Local DDL map in Fig. 2 -II, letter c). Interestingly, distant connectivity enhancements were more widespread throughout the cortex, with some asymmetries but predominantly involving lateral parietal/ supramarginal/operculum, dACC, superior frontal gyrus, and to a lesser extent, frontal ventrolateral areas (Distant DDL map in Fig. 2-II, letters d to f) . Of note, although predominant patterns of suppressed and enhanced connectivity are shown in Figure 2 (red color in Fig. 2-I,II) , other areas display mixed profiles, particularly the distant connectivity changes in the inferior ventral temporo-occipital cortex (see Distant Maps of Fig. 2-I,II) . Thus, Figure 2 displays the degree of differential connectivity of every voxel in the brain. It provides information about the number or degree of connectivity changes. Node-and regional-level connectivity changes are visualized in Figure 3 . Figure 3 visualizes the network topology of the connectivity changes of Figure 2 . Given the predominance suppressed connectivity in visual and fusiform areas and in two major multimodal/multisensory integration areas of the human brain-the lateral parietal/supramarginal/ operculum and dACC-we constrained this analysis to those three specific systems. Suppressed connectivity network (SCN) is focalized with high degree in the visual and the fusiform areas (Fig. 3-II, letters a and b) but the enhanced connectivity network (ECN) is more widespread and evenly distributed. Some of them are occurring between the visual cortices, but interestingly also between the visual and multimodal cortex (Fig. 3-III, letter c) , where the fusiform plays only a small role.
Network Topology of Suppressed and Enhanced Connectivity
Connectivity Between Visual and Multimodal Areas Underlies Brain Adaptation
In Figure 4 , we quantify the suppressed and enhanced links between cortical systems (Fig. 4-I ,II, a to f). As shown in the columns and the cortical surfaces of Figure 4 -I, we found that suppression of connectivity mainly occurs within nodes of the visual system (Fig. 4-I, letter a) . Other systems, although to lesser degree, display suppressed connections such as between the visual and fusiform (Fig.  4-I, letter b) and visual and multimodal systems (Fig. 4-I,  letter c) . Moreover, we found that enhanced connectivity takes place within the visual system (Fig. 4-II, letter d) , as well within the multimodal integration network (Fig. 4-II , letter e). A prominent degree of connectivity enhancement arises between the visual and multimodal areas (Fig. 4-II , letter f).
Suppressed and Enhanced Connections are Intimately Related to Connectivity Switchers
Although suppressed and enhanced connectivity changes occur in visual adaptation, a central question is whether both are interdependent or not. The dependency of these network changes can be approached as graph theoretical problem. If hub regions of suppressed and enhanced connectivity are functionally dependent, it should be mediated either by coincident regions/nodes or by a connectivity structure that makes the communications between the reduction of connections on one side and the increase of connections on the other possible ( Fig. 5-I ). Due to the fact that there is little overlap between SCN and ECN nodes (Fig. 2) , which implies hardly any nodes that may work as bridges (Fig. 2) , we focus on the later condition, the connectivity structure (Fig. 5-I) . In other words, in this approach we are testing if there are network nodes that serve as bridges between suppression and enhancement nodes.
As result, our strategy to identify connectivity switchers shows that local areas in the central visual cortex may serve as switchers with suppressed connectivity predominance (Fig. 5-II, letter a) , while more anterior regions may serve as switchers with enhanced connectivity predominance (Fig. 5-II, letter b) . As for the distant patterns, we found that areas in the central vision and fusiform cortices serve as switchers with suppressed connectivity predominance (Fig. 5-II, letters c and d) , while areas in the left lateral parietal area, and right posterior-lateral temporal, superior temporal and operculum centralize the switchers of enhanced connectivity predominance (Fig. 5-II , letter e and f).
DISCUSSION
Repetition of sensory stimuli produces attenuated neuronal responses but more efficient or adaptive behavior. Due to this apparent opposition, several theories have speculated about how and why this may be happening [Gotts et al., 2012] . The facilitation model proposes that with repetition, neural activity is advanced in time, with more rapid efficiency [James and Gauthier, 2006; James et al., 2000] . This theory has been controversial due to the contradicting results from direct electrical recordings of single-cell activity in a variety of brain regions in monkeys [Anderson et al., 2008; Freedman et al., 2006; McMahon and Olson, 2007; Rainer and Miller, 2000; Verhoef et al., 2008] and humans undergoing neurosurgery [Pedreira et al., 2010] . The sharpening theory proposes that while neural activity is decreasing on the average, the decreases are carried mainly by the cells that are poorly tuned and/or weakly responsive to the repeated stimuli with the "best" cells (i.e., most selective/responsive) instead retaining their activity levels. Even though this theory has been demonstrated in monkeys with single-cell recordings [Baker et al., 2002; Freedman et al., 2006; Rainer and Miller, 2000] , fMRI studies in humans that have attempted to evaluate sharpening of visual object representations have generated mixed results [Grill-Spector and Malach 2001, Jiang et al., 2007] . The enhanced neural synchronization model suggests that as cells are firing at lower overall rates, they are firing more synchronously with one another, leading to more efficient neural processing [Gilbert et al., 2010] . However, very few studies managed to evaluate this theory empirically [Engel et al., 2001; Fries, 2005; Gregoriou et al., 2009] . Finally, the explaining away model [Friston, 2005; Grill-Spector, 2006] proposes that the cortex is cast as a form of hierarchical generative Bayesian statistical model where perceptual inference occurs as a progressive interaction between bottom-up sensory input ("evidence") and top-down expectations ("prediction") throughout the cortical hierarchy [Dayan et al., 1995; Lewicki and Sejnowski, 2000; Rao and Ballard, 1999] . Although the main motivation of this study was not to perform an exhaustive testing or comparison of previously proposed theories, our findings have some implications particularly for the enhanced neural synchronization model and the explaining away model, because a more efficient synchronization appears to centralizes in multimodal integration areas, that is, in regions of the cortex that collect and transmit visual information toward higher cognitive centers of the human brain.
From Local Sensory Processing to Enhanced Distributed Multimodal Integration Circuits
A network nature has been frequently proposed as basis for the brain adaptation phenomenon [Gilbert et al., 2010] . However, adaptation or RS phenomenon has been most often studied without network analytical methods or via the activity of focal areas in the brain. In this sense, there are two related questions that remain unresolved. (1) Whether brain adaptation includes a defined network of enhanced synchronization beside the well-known suppressed activity, and (2) whether brain adaptation is a neuronal response limited within stimuli-related cortex or extends to the modal cortices. In this study, we applied whole-brain network theory methods to describe the role of dynamic connectivity changes in a visual repetition paradigm. We found that visual adaptation is a complex phenomenon where both suppression and enhancement network functional reorganization takes place. Although majority of sensory-adaptation fMRI experiments described suppression effects, recent studies advocated that this phenomenon cannot be explained only as consequence of reduced activity and some sort of enhancement should be occurring in parallel [Gotts et al., 2012; Recasens et al., 2015] . Our results provide evidence for a distinct network of enhanced functional connections in the brain adaptation phenomenon. The enhanced network involves both local and distantly distributed connectivity, particularly between visual and multimodal/sensory areas. Therefore, we observed that the adaptation phenomenon involved two parallel connectivity processes. Accompanying suppression in the primary visual and fusiform cortical areas, there is a defined enhanced connectivity network that centralizes connectivity changes of the parietal and frontal multimodal integration areas of the human brain.
Hierarchical Organization and Dynamic Functional Streams in the Adaptation Phenomenon
Previous studies have addressed the concept of RS phenomenon dependent on higher neuronal synchrony between modal and association cortices. For instance, Ghuman et al. [2008] measured MEG changes in long-range phase-locking between lateral prefrontal and fusiform cortex while subjects made size judgments about novel and repeated objects and found increases in phase-locking for repeated objects. Importantly, the latency of the phaselocking increase predicted the magnitude of repetition priming for individual subjects. Repetition leads to larger local fluctuations in neural activity, as well as increased coupling between distant task-engaged sites, providing support for the synchrony model. In our study, we found that areas in lateral parietal, temporal and prefrontal cortex serve as brain switchers between the suppressed and enhanced connectivity core. This way we identified the functional connections that explain how suppressed and enhanced connectivity changes assemble in sensory adaptation. Moreover, these findings facilitate a hierarchical interpretation for the ventral visual adaptation phenomenon. It supports a dynamic reorganization that switches from a primary-visual-fusiform to primary-visual-tomultimodal functional stream in the human brain. Functional connectivity does not provide information on directionality, therefore it is not possible to know if this switch is a predominant bottom-up or top-down information r Prčkovska et al. r r 1974 r process. However, following the explaining away model [Friston, 2012; Gotts et al., 2012] -in which a "predictive coding" of neurons receiving predictions from higher layers of a hierarchical network and inputs from lower layers produce a prediction error-it is possible that both, bottom-up and top-down, information transfers iteratively along ventral visual stream. In fact, although the main focus of our study was to investigate the connectivity changes occurring between modal to multimodal systems, we also observed that areas outside of this connectivity axis, particularly related to polymodal integration such as the orbitofrontal region [Kringelbach, 2005] , might be involved in potential RS top-down or bottom-up phenomena.
The present study is not absent of a few limitations. First, this is a functional connectivity study that cannot provide details about the direction of information flows in large-scale brain networks. Therefore, current functional connectivity methodologies only provide general features of brain connectivity and not flows or causation. Second, our coronal scan acquisition with 5.0 mm thickness and 1.0 mm gap may neglect some imaging data and such gap should be avoided in future studies. Third, our visual repetition task has a memory component involving a facename matching. Although we used well known visual repetition paradigm [Hanseeuw et al., 2011; Pihlajam€ aki et al., 2011; Sperling et al., 2001] , the memorization and attentional piece may be introducing some results beyond the pure adaptation phenomenon, such as local enhanced connectivity in the hippocampus. Fourth, we used a visual repetition paradigm to produce the adaptation effect. Therefore, it may be possible that our findings are not generalizable to other sensory systems, such as audition or somatosensory. New studies are required for understanding these specific questions.
CONCLUSIONS
Our study shows that visual adaptation finds its roots in hierarchically organized processes, from distinctive reductions in functional connection within visual modal areas to enhancements in distributed multimodal brain regions. Dynamic reorganization of functional networks and a better synchronization between low-to high-order areas plays a critical role in brain adaptation. These findings motivate us to postulate that specific multimodal integration areas play an essential role to make information processing more efficient, particularly after repetition, training, or learning.
